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Reconsideration of the Domain of Fumonji-Temple 
in the Medieval Mikawa Province
Mitsumasa HATTORI
 Fumonji-temple (普門寺) is a mountain temple in the Mikawa (三河) province. 
It is regarded as a typical example of the close relations between the local society 
and temples in the medieval period. Though various research results about 
Fumonji-temple is presented recently, the realities of the local society is hardly 
made clear. In this monograph, I studied it by analyzing Fumonji-sīsi-chūmon (普
門寺四至注文), which is written in the third year of Ninji (仁治, 1242), and 
reconsidering the domain of Fumonji-temple.
 First, I analyzed manuscripts of Fumonji-sīsi-chūmon to make clear a 
background of the descriptions and meaning of the particular method of keeping its 
manuscript, that it is copied on the wall of Kuden (宮殿); miniature shrine for 
Buddha statue. It is cleared that the Fumonji-sīsi-chūmon is descripted to get 
guarantee for keeping Fumonji’s domain by political power. And the domain 
followed local society’s independent orientation justified by Buddhist authority in 
12th century. 
 Then, I reconstructed the domain of Fumonji temple in the Kamakura era. 
Analyzing the Fumonji-sīsi-chūmon, we know old place names on borderline of the 
Fumonji’s domain. I presented reconstructions of the Fumonji’s domain by 
researching where the borderline was. In Conclusion, the domain of fumonji 
included a part of the Tōtoumi (遠江) province, which means that confirming the 
domain was influenced local society’s independent orientation in 12th century.
